
Canberra Casino Could Get Approval To Install Poker
Machines
 

Australia's capital Canberra has a ban on poker machines but Chief Minister Andrew Barr

recently confirmed that he is willing to revisit gambling laws and make the essential changes

that would permit poker machines to be set up at the common Canberra Casino. 

Aquis Enjoyment, a mutli-billion dollar company that is primarily based in Hong Kong are the

new owners of the Canberra casino and the company has proposed to make a $330 million

investment into re-creating the Canberra resort and turning it into a major tourist destination

in Canberra.  

The new owners have plans to fully alter the image of the Canberra casino by turning it into a

modern resort and entertainment center, with a bigger gaming location and setting up better

dining and buying amenities. The Hong Kong based company will also adopt a advertising

and marketing approach targeting VIP gamblers from Mainland China who are acknowledged

for paying large sums of money at the casinos.  

Aquis Entertainment estimates that the revamped casino could bring in as a lot of as 750,000

new site visitors to Canberra which would consequence in a significant quantity of revenue

for Canberra. The casino is anticipated to produce shut to $60 million in further tax income

along with the creation of 400 jobs throughout the revamp process. Since the casino will

produce a lot of revenue for Canberra, Aquis Enjoyment has indicated that it would be

wonderful for the government to make a change to its gambling policies and let them to set

up poker machines at the casino. 

Chief Minister Andrew Barr acknowledged that Aquis had submitted an unsolicited proposal

and stated that his government would search into the matter. Menang qiuqiu In a statement,

Barr mentioned  

It's a significant issue that will want to be worked by means of. Which is why I'm not making

an announcement 1 way or yet another today. Canberra is increasing up our city is changing

and our economy is a lot bigger. There's no change in government policy at this point but nor

am I signalling a blanket 'no, we will not even contemplate what has been put forward. 

The process of amending current gambling laws and then implementing new ones in

Canberra will certainly take a whole lot of time. Aquis which took in excess of the Canberra

casino in December 2014, expects the Canberra casino venture upgrade to be completed by

2017 and has ideas to open the casino in early 2018.
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